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A great band that delivers on all the goodies. Dan Bubien & The Delta  
Struts  put a contemporary spin on soulful roots music. 

AWARD WINNING ROOTS & BLUES 

DAN BUBIEN & THE DELTA STRUTS  
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“Stunningly written and well crafted songs.  Bubien squeezes every emotion from a 
song with his voice and guitar. As for the band, well they don't get any better than 
this!” 
 
“Bubien's vocals growl and rise and fall as if he is howling at a full moon.” 

 
“Bubien certainly possesses an extraordinary voice that has a power but also a more 
soulful side that lends itself well to all that is required to send each and every song to 
dizzying heights!” 
 
“Bubien wailing as if his life depended on it stripping back his soul to allow his guitar to 
cut even deeper as it weeps and moans with a thousand stories.  With every note and 
chord there are tears and pain that we can feel, Perfect Blues!!!” 
 
           Peter Merrett, PBS106.7, Melbourne, Australia  

What You Get……   

Emotionally evoking songs driven by the dynamic guitar playing duo of Dan Bubien and Shawn 
Mazzei, along with Bubien’s soulful gritty vocals. Their signature sound is highlighted by the  
precision playing and deep toned-full sound of drummer Mark Pollera and glued together by  
Christian Caputo’s steady, groove oriented bass playing.  



Bubien’s exquisite vocals and stunning slide guitar combines Glorious Soul drenched Blues that en-
velops the listener in a cocoon of aural delight, and Hard rockin' Rock/Blues that drives along with  
a take no prisoner attitude that is full of swagger and bravado.”       
       Peter Merrett, PBS106.7, Melbourne, Australia 

“Fine musicians, powerful songs, and albums of material that have a real  
listenability.  The Dan Bubien Band is in high demand, way beyond the  
borders of his native Pennsylvania.”      
              Bluesdoodles 

“Bubien sings and plays like a man possessed by an inner fire 
to make music!” 
                          Dave Rubin 2005 KBA Recipient in Journalism 

“Dan successfully combines his abilities in soul, blues-rock 
and blues balladry into a coherent whole.”  
                        Norman John Darwen – Flying Shoes Review 

“A talented writer, a wonderfully soulful singer, and ver-
satile guitarist!” 

“Excellent example of American music blending the blues 
with soul, R&B, funk and roots music.”                                   
                       Graham Clarke Blues Bytes Review 

“Convincing soul music with excellent Otis Redding 
flavored vocals– plus  pure blues-rocking heavy riffs 
and strong rocking boogie with lovely controlled slide 
guitar outbursts, the kind of thing that gets called 
“blue collar blues”              
                Norman John Darwen – Flying Shoes Review 

Quotables 

http://bluesdoodles.com/author/admin/


A singer/songwriter from Pennsylvania.  Dan 
Bubien plays a blend of blues folk, soul, coun-
try and rock that flows from his innermost be-
ing like water from a mountain stream.   
Empty Roads, the CD has a timeless feel that 
takes the listener on a ride through time and 
space painting pictures of a simpler time not 
that far in the past.  Though the songs are all 
original, each takes us to a time and place 
where we feel warm and comfortable.  Blues, 
rock, and soul blend seamlessly, allowing the 
listener to put himself into the picture as if 
the story being told was his and his alone.  
This is the work of a man with a a burning 
passion for the music and it comes through in 
every note.  The musicianship is flawless, the 
arrangement are delightful and right on the 
money and Bubien’s vocals are soulful, often 
reminiscent of Motown or other early soul.  
Dan is well-versed in the music in so many of 
its forms and feels comfortable with it all.  
There are so many styles exhibited here that 
there is no sense in even trying to put a label 
on it or put it in a box.  Funky, soulful, bluesy, 
down home and reminiscent of so much of 
what we have grown up with, Empty Roads is 
the soundtrack of our lives in so many re-
spects.  After listening to the disc multiple 
times I have come to the conclusion that if I 
had to pick a single word to describe it, that 
word would be comfortable.  Dan Bubien has 
a gift and a unique sound, and a way of cap-
turing the listener and holding his attention 
from start to finish.  If you grew up in that 
generation that cut its teeth on rock and roll, 
soul and the like, you might find it as intri-
guing as I did.  Dan offers us a look back to a 
time when music was real and not something 
that was designed solely for the purpose of 
having a number one hit.  Empty Roads 
speaks to us all to take from it just what we 
need.  There is something here for each and 
every one of us.  

Bill Wilson Reflection in Blues Review 



Grinding These Gears: 

    Charted for over 6 months straight in  
        the Blues, Blues/Rock and PA State 
        Album Charts 

Three weeks in top ten Worldwide 
Blues/Rock Album charts, charted 
as high as #4 

Three weeks top twenty Worldwide 
Blues Album charts, charted as 
high as #12 

Three weeks at #1 in PA State Album 
Charts 

Selected by the Blues Society of West-
ern Pennsylvania in the “Best Self-
Produced CD” category at the 2017 
International Blues Challenge in 
Memphis, TN. 

Empty Roads:  

Selected as one of the top 5 albums of 
2013 in 91.3 WYEP’s  Year in Review 
Publication by deejay Rob O’Friel 

 Charted has high as #14 on the PA 
Roots Charts and #41 on the World-
wide Blues Charts 

Selected by the Blues Society of West-
ern Pennsylvania in the “Best Self-
Produced CD” category at the 2014 
International Blues Challenge in 
Memphis, TN. 

Accolades 

Grinding These Gears 2016 

Empty Roads 2013 

Hopewell Blues & BBQ Festival, PA 
Johnstown Blues & Brews Festival, PA  
People’s Choice Festival, PA   
Creekside Blues & Jazz Festival, OH  
Canal Winchester Blues Festival, OH 
Pittsburgh Blues Festival, PA  
Heritage Music Festival, WV  
Blast Furnace Blues Fest, PA  
Dream On Fest, PA  
Carnegie Blues Fest, PA  
Strip District Music Fest, PA  
Blind Raccoon Showcase at IBC, TN 
Deutschtown Music Festival, PA 

Festival Appearances 



Words about Grinding These Gears 

Dan Bubien the Aliquippa Pennsylvania native hasn't graced us with a new album since the 
2013 release "Empty Roads". Was the wait worth it you might ask, my heartfelt answer is a 
resounding YES! "Empty Roads" was absolutely stunning and it would have been very easy to 
dismiss this as just another ordinary follow up by an artist to a great album. In this case how-
ever l didn't feel that Bubien could raise the bar that much higher but raise it he did to a diz-
zying height. The pathos and power of each track is tangible with well-crafted thoughtful 
songs and orchestration that doesn't get much better if at all. There are no mere fill in tracks 
as each can stand alone as work of aural art. I for one, like so many others fell instantly into 
Bubien’s web of talent but here this one has made my heart sore with delight and admira-
tion. Already with "Grinding These Gears" you have an album that will feature strongly in eve-
ryone's favorite albums of 2016 and will be one that the listener will return to over and over 
again. Every track is an "A" side and l just have to go back and have another listen so please 
excuse me as l press replay! 

Peter Merrett, PBS106.7, Melbourne, Australia 



Dan Bubien is a singer/songwriter/guitarist from Aliquippa, Pennsylvania. With a 
career that spans over two decades, Dan is constantly refining and redefining his 
craft with a wide palette of tones and textures, sounds and styles, to express his 
songwriting through an open, honest and wide catalogue of real songs.   

Rooted in soul versed in styles from blues to funk, roots-rock to reggae, alt-country to 
singer/songwriter.  Dan is backed by stellar musicians Shawn Mazzei - Guitar, Mark  
Pollera - Drums and Christian Caputo - Bass to make up the Delta Struts. 

Dan began his career in his mid-teens by working the bar  and club circuit in and 
around his hometown of Pittsburgh, PA.  In 2004 along with bassist Christian Caputo, 
Dan started the band The Sun Kings which would carry him through the next decade.    
In 2006 they released an album of original material called Rub Up In It which was very 
well received and garnered the band and Dan a significant following.  

In 2013 Dan released Empty Roads.  A self-produced solo record recorded with four-
time Grammy Award Winning Producer/Engineer Jay Dudt at Audible Images Studio  
in Pittsburgh. “The best collection of songs I’ve worked on in years” says Dudt. 

In August 2016, Dan released his second solo Album Grinding These Gears,  
self- produced and recorded by legendary Pittsburgh musician Joe Munroe.   
The album is a rootsy collection of original contemporary blues and soul  
       songs tied together by classic instrumentation, soulful vocals and  
              contemporary songwriting. 

       Dan Bubien and the Delta Struts are currently in the studio recording  
           their next album, set to be released in 2018  

BIO 



VIDEOS 

For More Video Clips, Visit: http://www.danbubien.com/ 

http://www.danbubien.com/
https://twitter.com/DanBubien
https://www.youtube.com/user/DanBubien
https://www.facebook.com/DanBubienMusic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yy7Csq8eyk0&t=196s
ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=be7TMn-j1rQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GJJ_40z8cr8

